Socialism-Communism in America - Dana Marx
We should all remember that the goal of Communism has always been
to move the US from its form, a Republic, into a Democracy which
will deteriorate into mobocracy which will be brought into stability by
a dictatorship, which will take us into One World, Global
Government— Government—the new World Order run by the leaders
of the Party.
By Joan Hough

Because of the work of my first husband, I spent all the years since
the 1950s studying government. I began studying in the early 50’s I
think— under the auspices of the John Birch Society, etc. For the last
twenty years, I concentrated on the TRUE history of the South. I
happened upon the work of Al Benson and Donald Kennedy- and was
totally flabbergasted to learn from them of the invasion of America by
MARXIST COMMUNISTS in 1849. I learned of the creation of the
Republican Party, the Marxists’ success in restarting their failed
European Revolution of 1848 right here in America—and against our
South—after using the marching W A R boys in the big cities of the
north —marching for War in the daytime and meeting secretly at
night— was their modis operandi. I found it fascinating to study the
cleverness of the Marxist propaganda— and how they disseminated it
throughout the north—and how they indoctrinated (brainwashed)
northerners with it—including preachers and teachers. . —And
imagine! They were able to get one of their most efficient
promulgators into the U.S. government and have him made the
Assistant Secretary of War. Lincoln called the guy ’the eyes and ears of
the Union.” His name was Charles Dana and he was a bosom buddy
of Karl Marx. Dana had the distinction of being the first Communist in
the U.S. government.
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In fact it was Dana who managed to get Horace Greeley (also a
Communist) to hire Marx. Marx wrote, before the War, for ten long
years for the newspaper which had the widest circulation in
America—the New York Tribune. Marx even wrote editorials for that
paper. You may remember that Greeley’s employed Alvin Bovay.
Bovay was the main instigator for the creation of the Republican Party.
Bovay was also a Communist. He and Greeley named the Party. The
Party was created, interestingly, on the very stomping ground of one
of Greeley’s many northern communes— a just gone defunct one—but
its inhabitants all must have remained there in Ripon, Wisconsin.
They started the party. (You’ll never read that bit of truth in any
Republican publication.) It is conveniently erased from Republican
memories. Greeley was in the House of Representatives with Lincoln
and they became friends. Lincoln, poorly educated that he was—was
no big reader- at least not of books, but he gobbled down newspapers
and never missed reading an issue of the Tribune. (One wonders how
Lincoln, an inept reader managed to write coherently…maybe he had
secretaries? It is said that his Gettysburg Address in the original form
was pitiful, but someone polished it up. This, of course, is not
surprising news— every U.S. President in my life time has had ghost
writers.
In truth, Franklin D. Roosevelt used the services of
numerous speech writers, according to Dr. Buhite and
David W. Levy in their book entitled FDR’s Fireside Chats,
published by the University of Oklahoma Press, 1992. In the
Buhite and Levy text, the authors lists speech writers as
Harry Hopkins, Hugh Johnson, Raymond Moley, Rexford
Tugwell, Benjamin Cohen, Thomas Corcoran, Donald
Richberg, Adolf Berle and others. They list his WWII
writers to include the famous Pulitizer Prize winners, poetLibrarian of Congress, Archibald MacLeish and Broadway
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playwrite Robert (Bob) Emmet Sherwood--(4 times a
Pulitizer winner.)
One of the big ones, Robert Sherwood, , confessed before his death
that he had strong guilt feelings and regrets especially for one speech
he wrote- that was fully of lies- yet given as truth in one of Roosevelt’s
fireside talks—the one in which FDR declared to mothers of American
sons—that their boys would never fight on foreign soil. Roosevelt and
the speech writer both knew the deal had already been struck to send
our young to fight and die in the defense of the
Russian Communists in WWII. (I have known this truth for years- but
couldn’t remember Sherwood’s first name—when I looked it up, I
found a book has been written in which the ghost writers were
named—and Sherwood is among them.

It feels as if I have almost forever known of the Communist effect on
our United States government. In High School I questioned the
propaganda that had us welcome the United Nations to our shores—I
simply could not believe the lie that if we’d accept the UN, there
would be no more wars.

Hey! They were right! We haven’t had a single war since we joined
the UN, have we?—Just never ending “Police” Actions with our boys
under the control of the UN.

Most Americans who know of Communism’s American involvement
still mistakenly believe this happened only during the 1950s —that is ,
if it happened at all. It is now, at last, brought to the attention of the
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populace by the actions of the Democrats, coupled with the truth that
the mainstay of the grand old Republican Party—the Bush family—
supported—ohmygod- Democratic Hillary for President.— and the
truth is now spreading that the Bushs have always been crooks- sold
drugs- been involved in international horrors and murders perpetrated
for money, for power- and for presence in the New World Order—
which has been the goal of Communists since the Illuminati hired
Marx to write their little book of rules, and Marx renamed the Party—
called their beliefs-- COMMUNISM AND their PARTICIPANTS,
COMMUNISTS.

Few Americans even remember the jubilant welcoming of the New
World Order by Poppy Bush when he began the Bush presidential
dynasty with his one and only term in office.

Since Mr. Marx wrote their book of rules— and urged
war/rebellions/ overthrow as the means to get Communism into high
gear, the word, Marxism was not only born, but entered the U.S. in
1849 and is still here. John Dewey brought updated Marxism into the
U.S. and filled American schools with it. Updated Marxism, my name
for it— originated in Russia, but moved to Germany before WWII—
and the Marxists created the Frankfurt Institution. It was created as an
offspring of a big German University. The Marxists there called
themselves the Critical Theorists. They determined that the reason that
Marxism had not achieved the overthrow of the U.S. governmen, as
Marx had envisioned, was because Marx’s target for utilization was
too well off—had life too easy— had indoor plumbing- and wooden
floors- had sports and beer— so would not rise up, riot and overthrow
the U.S. government. That target, of course, was the proletarians (the
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working men). The Critical Theorists chose a new target—the
offspring of the Bourgeois—(You should have received or will soon
receive my little essay which tells more about the Bourgeois in
America.—although you may know all about that bunch, already.)
The Bushes and the Clintons fit right into the bourgeois classification,
but actually compared to Europe— most Americans who own
property do— and all kids going to college- become targets—because
they are likely to be influential eventually.

The South back before the Marxist New Englanders reconstructed uswas filled with Bourgeois- because almost everyone owned a house
and land on which they grew their own food and something else and
sold some of it. Southerners, definitely, were property owners—
another reason for the Marxist to wish to destroy us.

Read CRY HAVOC: THE GREAT AMERICAN BRING-DOWN
AND HOW IT HAPPENED BY RALPH DE TOLEDANO.

Read THE COMMUNIST MANIFESTO by Karl Marx and Friedrich
Engels.
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